Abstract-In this paper, we consider the problem of synchronizing two sets of data where the size of the symmetric difference between the sets is small and, in addition, the elements in the symmetric difference are related through the Hamming distance metric. Upper and lower bounds are derived on the minimum amount of information exchange. Furthermore, explicit encoding and decoding algorithms are provided for many cases.
bounds and coding schemes for reconciling sets of related strings that reduce the information exchange. As will be discussed in more details, we derive transmission schemes that, under certain conditions, require less information exchange than existing, alternative methods.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review prior work. In Section III, we formally define our problem and introduce some useful notation. Upper and lower bounds on the amount of required information exchange are provided in Section IV. In Section V, we provide a coding scheme for reconciling certain sets of related information. In Section VI, we consider an extension of the ideas from Section V that can be used for reconciling more generic sets of related information. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. MOTIVATION AND PRIOR WORK
In this work, we initiate the study of synchronizing sets of data whereby the elements in the symmetric difference are interrelated. Such a scenario may occur as a result of a server possibly storing multiple versions of a document for archiving reasons, as a result of data duplication and modification, or possibly as a result of user access patterns (where a user accesses interrelated content) [11] . While the setting studied in this paper is novel, the more general problem of reconciling sets of data has received much attention in the literature. In the following, we briefly summarize some background work and comment on how this work contrasts with previous efforts.
Previous work has proposed the use of error-correcting codes to solve the set reconciliation problem [9] , [19] . The main idea behind these approaches is to represent the elements in each set using indicator vectors. Under this setup, a set of binary strings of length n is represented by a vector of length 2 n where each position corresponds to a unique bitstring. A set S ⊆ F n 2 is then represented by assigning ones to the indicator vector in positions corresponding to elements in S and then setting the remaining positions in the vector equal to zero. The key observation here is that two sets that have symmetric difference of size at most t correspond to two indicator vectors that have Hamming distance at most t. The downside to these approaches is that the encoding/decoding computational complexity is high with respect to the parameter n since the computational complexity of these encoding/decoding schemes scales with the length of the indicator vector (which is exponential with respect to n). An approach based on polynomial interpolation was proposed in an effort to partially address this shortcoming in [18] , which eliminated the need for long vectors via a method with a decoding complexity of O(t 3 ). Another approach, which has been extensively studied in the literature, is to use structures related to Bloom 0090-6778 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
Filters [1] , [8] , [14] . In [1] , the authors propose the use of an Invertible Bloom Filter (IBF). The IBF is simply a collection of m cells where every cell has at least n bits of storage space. An IBF is computed for a set S ⊆ F n 2 by using a hash which randomly assigns each n-string in S to a cell. Each cell is then updated to contain the xor of all n-strings that have been mapped to it using the hash. The key idea here is that if we use the same hash function to compute the IBF for sets S A and S B , then taking the xor of each cell (i.e., xoring the i-th cell from one IBF and the i-th cell from the other IBF for all i ∈ [m]) effectively removes any elements that are in the intersection of S A and S B from the resulting IBF, leaving only elements in the symmetric difference. A related structure, known as a Counting Bloom Filter (CBF), was proposed and analyzed in [8] . In [14] , a new structure, known as an Invertible Counting Bloom Filter, was proposed for the related problem of multiset synchronization. The primary advantage of these approaches over the use of errorcorrecting codes or polynomial interpolation methods is their low decoding computational complexity, which is nearly linear (O(t)) with respect to the size of the symmetric difference. However, these methods are usually only guaranteed to work with high probability whereas the methods [9] , [18] guarantee full recovery of the symmetric difference provided it is at most t.
In contrast to previous work, this paper is motivated by the fact that often the datasets that we wish to synchronize are not independent from one another. We formulate this relationship in terms of the structure of the symmetric difference between the sets of strings. As a starting point, this work considers the setup where the elements in the symmetric difference are related through the Hamming metric. Our focus here is on upper and lower bounds on the amount of information exchange required to synchronize such sets and we propose several exact schemes (which in turn imply upper bounds on the information exchange) that guarantee recovery of the symmetric difference whenever the size of the symmetric difference is below some threshold. We show in Section V for instance that it is possible to synchronize two sets S A , S B ⊆ F n 2 with a symmetric difference of size t using only n + (t − 1)(lg n + 1) bits when the Hamming distance between each element in the symmetric difference is at most . Note that the best known algorithms for set synchronization would have required at least tn bits of information exchange [18] , so that the methods described here have the potential to dramatically reduce the information exchange. Our approach in the following is to apply tools from coding theory to the problem of synchronization.
III. MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
For two strings x, y ∈ F n q , let d H (x, y) denote their Hamming distance. We denote the Hamming weight of x as wt(x). Throughout this paper, we assume q is a power of 2 and a constant. where S A S B is divided into t = 3 subsets each with at most h = 6 elements such that any pair of elements within one of these subsets are at distance at most .
≤ . An illustration is given in Figure 1 , where t = 3 and two examples are provided next.
, where In the next section, we derive upper and lower bounds on the required information exchange to synchronize (t, h, )-sets. As seen in the preceding example, two sets of strings can be viewed as (t, h, )-sets for multiple values of t, h, . In particular, one can decrease the value of t at the expense of increasing h, , or both. While we provide bounds based on the values of t, h, , finding the best set of values that require the minimum amount of communication does not appear straightforward even when two of the three values are given. In practice, however, one may expect a natural partition of the strings to arise as strings that correspond to a given object, such as versions of a document, are expected to be close to each other.
Then we say that (S
A , S B ) are (1, 2, 3)-sets since S A S B = {(1, 0, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0, 0, 1)},
Then (S
A , S B ) are (2, 2, 1)-sets since S A S B = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) , (1, 0, 1, 1, 1),(1,
IV. BOUNDS ON INFORMATION EXCHANGE
We begin this section by introducing a graphical interpretation of our problem and then revisiting a result from [9] . Afterwards, we consider non-asymptotic and asymptotic upper and lower bounds for the synchronization of (t, h, )-sets.
Next, we formally define the graphs of interest for this section. For a set S, let P(S) denote its power set. Notice that under this setup, G (t,h,) has exactly 2 q n vertices.
The following proposition from [9] depicts a close connection between the minimum information exchange for our set reconciliation problem and chromatic number of G 
Proof: In order to give a lower bound on χ(G 2 ), we give a lower bound on the size of the largest clique in G 2 , which we denote as ς(G 2 ). The upper bound will be derived by providing an upper bound on the maximum degree of a vertex, which we denote as Δ(G 2 ). It is well-known (see [22] for instance) 
A. Asymptotic Bounds
We now provide asymptotic upper and lower bounds for the information exchange. 
where for the upper bound we have assumed that there exist
The proof is given in the appendix. We compare these bounds 1 for fixed values of η in Fig. 2 . Assume q = 2. Then from Theorem 3, we have that the optimal number of bits of information exchange is at most 2thn(H(/n)− lg h/n). Notice that if the approach from [17] Upper and lower bounds on the rate of information exchange,
tnh , for q = 2 and n, h → ∞.
was used, then at least thn bits of information, which for n, h large enough and small , is more than 2thn(H(/n)−lg h/n). Thus, algorithms for reconciling (t, h, )-sets have the potential to reduce the amount of information exchanged between hosts. As a starting point, in the next section, we consider an approach to reconciling (1, h, )-sets.
V. RECONCILING (1, h, )-SETS
In this section, we consider transmission schemes for the problem of reconciling (1, h, ) The key idea behind the encoding and decoding is to encode the symmetric difference S A S B by specifying one element say X ∈ S A S B and then specifying the remaining elements in S A S B by describing their location relative to X. As a result, as will be described shortly, the information transmitted from Host A to Host B can be decomposed into two parts denoted w 1 and w 2 . The information in the w 1 part describes the locations of the elements in S A S B relative to X. The information in the w 2 part will be used to fully recover X. Once X is known and the locations of the other elements in S A S B are known relative to X, then the symmetric difference S A S B can be recovered. We first introduce some useful notations. An [n, d] q code is a linear code over F q of length n with minimum Hamming distance d. Suppose r is a positive integer where r < n. Let α be a primitive element in F q r . Furthermore, let H be an r × n parity check matrix with elements from F q . Suppose S = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x s } ⊆ F n q and define the syndrome of S under H as the multiset
where with an abuse of notation, α q r = 0. We refer to the j-th element in S H,i , when ordered in lexicographic order,
We provide the following example illustrating these definitions.
Example 3: Suppose q = 2, n = 3, S = {(0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (1, 0, 1), (0, 0, 1)}. We represent the elements of
, and α 4 = (0, 0) T and let
We have I H (S) = (1, 2, 0, 1). In this case,
To describe the encoding (and subsequent decoding) procedure, we also make use of the following matrices:
, for some positive integer r, is the parity check matrix for an [n, 2
, for some positive integer u, is the parity check matrix for a [q r , 2h
In addition to these, we will require one more tool to encode w 2 . We first introduce some additional notation similar to [10] . Let b = (b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b m ) be a sequence of length m with elements from F q n−r such that for any a ∈ {0, 1} m with at most h nonzero entries, a · b = 0. Then, we refer to the sequence b as a B h sequence. Notice that a B h sequence can be formed from the columns of a parity check matrix for an
We now proceed by describing the encoding procedure followed by the decoding procedure.
A. Encoding
The following procedure is performed on both Host A and Host B but the notation corresponds to Host A. We assume that m ≥ q r and that
In Lemma 1, we give a sufficient condition for the existence of such b of length m ≥ q r so that the encoding procedure executes correctly.
where the computations are performed over F q n−r with n − r > r.
Then Host A transmits (w . If we approximate r = (lg(n)+lg(q)) and assuming h, q are constants, then the encoding complexity will be dominated by step 1) which has complexity O(|S A | · n lg n). Below, to give intuition to the encoding procedure, we consider these quantities, in addition to z = z A + z B (in F 2 ). Further details will be presented in Subsection V-C, which describes the decoding procedure.
To motivate the our encoding algorithm, first, note that points that lie in the intersection of S A and S B contribute to both z A and z B , and so their contribution to z cancels out. Hence,
Thus z contains only information that are relevant to reconciliation. The relationship between z and w 1 ,
is that of compression since u q r and furthermore we will show later that given w 1 , the decoder can compute z.
For
, since the characteristic of the field F q n−r is 2, we have
We next present an example for the encoding and then we give a lemma providing a sufficient condition for the existence of a B h sequence required for the encoding. In Subsection V-C, we present the details of recovering S A S B from w 1 and w 2 .
B. An Example
Setup: Let
and suppose Host A has the set
and Host B has the set Suppose α is a primitive element of GF (8) where we use the primitive polynomial x 3 + x+1 to represent elements over GF (8) as binary vectors. We will make use of the matrix
which is the parity check matrix for an [8, 3] 2 code. Note that
We have
and so at step 1) of the encoding, 
Note that
as expected from (1). The next step of the encoding compresses the vectors z A and z B in a way that they can be recovered. Suppose β is a primitive element of GF (16) 
which is a parity check matrix for an [8, 5] 2 code. At step 2) of the encoding, we find
Note that as the weight of z = z A + z B is at most h = 2 and the minimum distance of C C is at least 2h + 1 = 5, given w 1 = w 
as expected from (3) . Note that our encoding procedure for this example would require transmitting 10 bits of information whereas alternative methods such as those described in [18] require at least 14 bits of information exchange.
Lemma 1: For any integers n, , h, there exists a
and h + 1 ≤ n 2+1 . Proof: We prove the result by considering a code of length M where M = q r . First, notice that by the BCH lower bound r ≤ 2log q (n) [20] and so we assume r = 2log q (n). In this case, we have that M = n 2+1 . We make use of an extended Reed-Solomon code of length M with minimum distance h + 1. An extended Reed-Solomon code of this length and minimum distance has a parity check matrix
of dimension h. Interpreting each column vector of H RS as unique element from F M h (using an injective mapping similar to Example 3), we set the elements in B h to be the elements from F M h that correspond to columns of H RS . If F M h ⊆ F q n−r then the elements in B h are also from the field F q n−r and so the result follows.
We note that for the case where q = 2, we can strengthen Lemma 1 by using the BCH bound for binary codes. This is given in the next claim.
Claim 1: For any integers n, , h and q = 2, there exists a B h sequence over
C. Decoding
Suppose (w 2 ) is the result of the encoding procedure if it is performed on Host B. We illustrate how to recover
). We first describe in words the ideas behind the decoding procedure. The decoding procedure has two broad stages whereby, in the first stage we determine the locations of the elements in S A S B relative to some x ∈ S A S B and then in the second stage the element x is recovered. The decoding begins by first recovering the syndromes of the elements in the set S A S B . More precisely, as a result of the error-correction ability of the code with a parity check matrix H C , we first recover the set of syndromes S S = {H · y : y ∈ S A S B }. Next, we arbitrarily choose an element say x S ∈ S S . Given this setup, x (described earlier) is precisely equal to the element which maps to x S under the map H , i.e., x S = H ·x.
To determine the locations of the other elements in S A S
B
relative to x we add every element in the set S S to x S .
Let S L = {y S + x S : y S ∈ S S \x S }. As will be described below in more detail, from the set S L we can determine the values of the elements in S A S B relative to x. Next, the value of x is determined by canceling out some of the contributions of the elements in (S A S B ) \ x from the vector w 2 .
We now describe in more details the procedure before proving its correctness. Suppose
As shown below, the vectorẑ essentially gives us the set S S mentioned before. Furthermore, x S = α k1 and {α
The decoding complexity will be dominated in step 6) where we are inverting the n × n matrix H F , which has complexity O(n 3 ). h, ) -sets, we can write
where x is any element in S A S B and for
Suppose that x = c + e for some c ∈ C such that wt(e) is minimized (i.e., there does not exist some other c ∈ C where wt(c + x) < wt(e)). Then, we have
Recall from the previous discussion that e i are distinct, nonzero, and have weight at most , for
. From Claim 2, we have that at step 2)ẑ is non-zero in positions
and D can correct up to errors, at step 3) of the decoding 
Then, at step 4) of the decoding we have
Since
we have s 2 =H · x at step 5) of the decoding. Then, at step 6),x = x since α k1 = H ·x and H F has full rank. At step 7), sinceê 2 = e 2 ,ê 3 = e 3 , . . . ,ê T = e T , we have F = S A S B as desired.
We note that (w 1
If the approach from [17] were used then at least h(n + 1) bits of information exchange would be required. This is significantly more than the quantity in (6) if h 1 and = o(n/ lg n). Nevertheless, the upper bound on information exchange given in Theorem 3 for t = 1 is ≤ 2h(H q (λ)/λ) which for a constant λ is asymptotically smaller than the information exchange in (6), and so achieving optimality is still an open problem.
Note that the basic approach taken in this section was to first determine the differences between elements in the symmetric difference. Then, the idea was to use those differences so that at step 4) of the decoding, we produced a z which is basically a scaled version of s 2 . Note that we can obtain z , as shown in (5), by multiplying b (which is a B h sequence) by a vector, say u with at most h identical non-zero components so that u has rank at most 1. In the next section, we extend this idea by showing how, given the relationship between elements in the symmetric difference which are close to each other, we can recover the symmetric difference for certain classes of (t, h, )-sets by solving for a low-rank vector.
VI. RECONCILING CERTAIN CLASSES OF (t, h, )-SETS
In this section, we will detail an approach that addresses the case where t ≥ 1. First we give an overview of our method with a fair amount of detail, but postpone the proofs until later in the section. In Section VI-A and Section VI-B, we formally present the encoding and decoding algorithms.
Let us now fix some notation. For a set I ⊆ [n], and a vector x ∈ F n 2 , let x I denote the vector that results by discarding the components of x outside I. For example, if x = (1, 0, 1, 0) , then x {1,3} = (1, 1) . For a set of vectors S ⊆ F n 2 , let S I denote the set of vectors that results from discarding the components of each element in S outside I.
The aim of this section is to describe an approach to synchronize two sets of data S A and S B where the symmetric difference between the sets has the following structure. For given t, h, and , We note that our original definition for (t, h, )-sets in Definition 1 was for general q-ary strings, and it did not require condition 4). We chose to focus on binary strings for simplicity of presentation, but the ideas extend to the more general case. The reason for including condition 4) here is that it is used during the encoding/decoding to group the elements in S A S B . For the case where t = 1, which was considered in the previous section, there exists at most one difference block and so no grouping was required.
Assume that the elements of the symmetric difference are chosen at random but with the constraint that conditions 1)-3) are satisfied. Specifically, suppose that we first choose ≤ t strings from F n 2 uniformly at random. Then, for each string u from this set, we choose at random a subset of size ≤ h of F n 2 such that it includes u and each pair of its strings are within distance . Each of these subsets is one of the difference blocks. Finally, choose the subset I ⊆ [n] at random. For two points x and y within a block, the probability that x I = y I is at most |I|/n by union bound. Since there are at most th 2 such pairs, the probability that condition 4b is violated is at most th 2 |I|/n. We then note that two strings x and y that do not belong to the same block are independent samples of F n 2 with uniform distribution. So the probability that x I = y I is 2 −|I| . Thus the probability that condition 4a is violated is at most t 2 h 2 2 −|I| . Hence, the probability that condition 4) is violated is at most
which approaches 0 for |I| = lg(n) provided that t 2 h 2 = o(n/ lg n). Furthermore, given the setup where database documents are being synchronized, the set I could be derived from the document's unique identifier for instance. Thus, the (t, h, )-sets considered here could arise in several different ways.
Before continuing, we revisit the example from Section III of a (t, h, )-set in the context of the new definition. 
Then we say that (S
which can be decomposed into 1 set of size 2 whereby the Hamming distance between any two elements is at most 3.
Notice here that I = {1, 5}. Next, we give an overview of our method with a fair amount of detail, and postpone the formal presentation of the encoding and decoding algorithms to Sections VI-A and VI-B, respectively. Similar to the algorithm for (1, h, ) -sets from Section V, and as discussed previously, the process of synchronizing (t, h, )-sets will be broken down into 2 main stages:
Stage 1) Determine the differences between the elements in the symmetric difference. Stage 2) Recover the elements in the symmetric difference. Notice that under our setup, there exists a set Cen ⊆ F n 2 of size at most t containing one element c i from each difference block B i such that for each i and any y ∈ B i , we have d H (y, c i ) ≤ . We refer to the set Cen as the center set and to each c i as a block center.
Our goal during Stage 1) will be to recover the differences between the elements in each block. To this end, we represent the information in the sets as length-N vectors over F Q , denoted z 1 = (z 1,1 , . . . , z 1,N ) ∈ F N Q , where F Q has characteristic two. The values of Q and N are chosen to ensure the existence of three maps
with certain properties that will be described shortly. Both maps are also used in the second stage of synchronization.
The map M is a function that will be used to assign to each x ∈ S (where
. This assignment satisfies the following property. 
(7) As a result, no two elements belonging to the same difference block are mapped to the same position.
The map E, which will be useful for determining the differences between elements in the symmetric difference, has the following property.
Property 2: The map E is such that if
(8) We now turn to discussing the map f . For now, we assume this map has the following property. In Section VI-A, we show how to construct such maps.
Property 3: The map f is an injective function such that for any
The result of Property 3 is that for d ≤ t and x (1)
In addition to the maps M , E, and f , we will also make use of the vectorsż,
. The vectorż serves a similar function asẑ from Section V and it is used to store the differences between elements in the same difference block. The vectorẇ is a compressed version ofż formed by multiplyingẇ by some matrix H C , which will be discussed soon. In addition, we will make use of the vectorsz (0) , . . . ,z (t−1) which contain the values of the block centers for each difference block. Analogous toẇ, the vector
Let z 
Givenż, from the discussion following (10) and the invertibility of f , for each i we can recover the set M (x) :
x ∈ B i . Using this information, we can then identify the differences between the elements of each B i using the map E, which is the goal of Stage 1). So based on the preceding discussion, fromż, we can find x I and f (x I ) for each x ∈ S A S B , the number of difference blocks B, the number of elements in each block, and the differences between any two elements in each block.
As mentioned earlier, the hosts do not transmit z For Stage 2), the idea will be to use the differences between a center set and the remaining elements to encode (and subsequently decode) the elements in the center set only. During the decoding, we will produce the symmetric difference given knowledge of a center set and the differences.
In this stage, we represent our information using the vectors
2,N ), . . .
For shorthand, letn = n − |I| andĪ = [n] \ I, so that xĪ = x ([n]\I) . Suppose, as before, we are encoding the set S, where S = S A or S B . We let
For this stage we implicitly make use of a bijection between Fn 2 and F 2n . Further, we assume
We need another matrix to fully describe the encoding process. Let
where R ≥ N (2 t −1)h , such that the following property holds. 
Here rk(v) denotes the rank of v over F 2 if v is interpreted as ann × c matrix.
, and transmits it to Host B. We now turn to describe decoding in Stage 2). For clarity of presentation, we assume that the vectorż = z
The rank rk(z (k) ) ofz (k) is at most 3. Our goal now is to decrease the rank of this vector to at most t = 2 so that we can use Property 4. To do so, from each block B i , we arbitrarily pick an element as the block center and as described below, we change every other appearance of an element of B i in z (k) to look like the block center. In our current illustration, we pick the element of B 1 mapped to j 1 and the element of B 2 mapped to j 2 as their respective centers, which we have named X and Y .
Let u ∈ F N 2n be the all-zero vector except in position j 2 , where u j2 = σ 2 k 1 · (e 1 )Ī . Notice here that we again implicitly use a bijective mapping between F 2n and Fn 2 . We initializê
and update it by adding
Note that the j 2 th position ofz
So now both elements of B 1 contribute a term of the form σ
where the non-zero entries in V (k) are contained within the set
Thus it is possible now to use Property 4 to recover V (k) for k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , t − 1} given that t = 2 and h = 2. In particular, given:
for k ∈ {0, 1} along with knowledge of σ 1 , σ 2 (which we recovered from the first stage of the decoding using the vectoṙ z), we can recover XĪ and YĪ , which allows us to determine the center set {X, Y }. Then, with X, Y andż = z
can recover B 1 = {X, X + e 1 } and B 2 = {Y, Y + e 2 }, so we are able to reconstruct the set S A S B .
A. Encoding
In this section, we formally state the encoding algorithm. We present the encoding procedure for Host A, but the same applies to Host B as well.
Recall that for a set S, we let S M,i = {x ∈ S : M (x) = i} and that H C from (12) is a parity check matrix for a [N, 2th+ 1] Q code, denoted C comp . Furthermore H F is as described in (13) . The encoding is as follows.
1) Let z
and set
for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t − 1} and set
).
The information w
is then transmitted to Host B. The size of (w
is given in Claim 6. Note that similar to the case where t = 1, the encoding complexity will be dominated by the first step where S M,i = {x ∈ S : M (x) = i} is being computed, which requires O(|S A |·n lg n) operations provided is a constant.
We now verify the existence of the maps introduced in earlier in this section. The proofs of the next three claims are presented in the appendices. requires approximately t 2 n bits of information which gives the statement in the claim.
Recall that if the method from [17] were used roughly thn bits of information exchange would be required so that the method described here requires less information exchange when t h and n is large enough.
Note that two (t, h, )-sets with t > 1 can also be viewed as (1, h , ) -sets, and can thus be reconciled as in Section V, with approximate communication cost of n + h lg n bits, given in (6) . As an example, consider a case in which each of the t difference blocks has h strings and the blocks are distributed in the space uniformly. Then, h = th and is of the order of n, say = n/2 (note that the expected value of is at least n/2). Using the method of Section V, we need approximately n + thn lg n/2 bits. Hence, if , h < n 1 4 and t < h lg n 2 , the method proposed in this section performs better than that of Section V.
We let the matrix H F ∈ F t×N R from (13) be a parity check matrix of the following form:
where any subset of elements from {γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . , γ N } of size (2 t − 1)h is linearly independent over F 2 . Hence, we have that γ i ∈ F R where R ≥ N 
The proof of the lemma is given in an appendix.
B. Decoding
In this section, we present the decoding algorithm. Let D C be a decoder for the code with the parity check matrix H C ∈ ). We will also make use of a map F :
that outputs a length n binary vector x where x I is equal to the first argument and xĪ is equal to the second argument. In the algorithm below, Cen contains the image of a center set under the map f from (3). For i ∈ [N ], the sets D i and G i contain elements in the same difference block. We now detail how to recover
, perform the following procedure to generate the sets Copy D 1 , . . . , D N to G 1 , . . . , G N 
where the locations of the non-zero entries inz (k) are equal to the locations of the non-zero entries inż, and rk(z Then let
The time-complexity of our decoding algorithm is polynomial with respect to n, but it will depend on the complexity of the decoders employed at various stages of the decoding algorithm. For instance, at step 1) if a BCH decoder for a code of length N is used then there exists decoders which possess time-complexity N 2 ≈ n 2 [20] , and at step 6), if a decoder for a Gabidulin code is used, then there exists methods which are polynomial with respect to N [12] .
The following theorem can be proven using the ideas introduced at the beginning of Section VI. A proof is included in the appendix.
Theorem 5: At the end of the decoding,
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we studied the problem of synchronizing two sets of data where the size of the symmetric difference is small and the elements in the symmetric difference are related through the Hamming metric. We provided upper and lower bounds on the minimal amount of information exchange required, in a single round of communication, to synchronize these sets. In addition, we provided transmission schemes with polynomial-time decoding complexity for certain cases of this problem that require less bits of information exchange than existing algorithms. Potential directions for future work include the following: 1) Devising improved transmission schemes and, in particular, designing schemes that work for the setup where t > 1 without any restrictions on the elements in the symmetric difference. 2) Designing transmission schemes with lower complexity decoding algorithms. 3) Constructing (non-exact) reconciliation algorithms that are able to synchronize (t, h, )-sets with high probability similar to the approach in [2] . 4) Designing transmission schemes for sets whose symmetric difference is related through other metrics such as the edit distance.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 3
For an integer q, let
denote the size of the Hamming sphere of radius k in F n q . We will find the following inequalities and lemma useful. From [20] , for 0 ≤ k/n ≤ 1 − 1/q, we have 
Proof: For 0 < x n < 1, where x n is bounded away from 0 and 1, we have
where the first equality follows from (16) . The following simple inequalities will also be of use
where the last inequality follows from Stirling's approximation.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 3. Recalling the definitions of r 1 , r 2 , and |C| from Theorem 2, we first find bounds for the terms appearing in that theorem. From Lemma 3, we find
where λ = n . Using (17) and (18),
Using (17) and (19),
Finally, log q |C| = O (n) and so
From Theorem 2, (18), and (20), it follows that
and so
. In our derivation of the upper bound, we need h < r 2 /2. To ensure this condition, we assume η is less than, and bounded away from, H q (λ). From Theorem 2, χ G 2 ≤ 2tq 2tn h 2t r2 h 2t and using (18) , and (20) ,
APPENDIX B PROOF OF CLAIM 3
Let M be an extended [n, 2 + 1] 2 BCH code with redundancy r = lg n. Furthermore, let H M be a parity check matrix of the code M. to columns of the parity check matrix for L. Clearly, any sum of at most 2t columns of the parity check matrix for L cannot be zero due to the minimum distance constraint which gives the condition stated in Property 3. Since L is an extended BCH code, the dimension of a parity check matrix for L is at most |I| · t. Then, we can map the columns of a parity check matrix for L to elements in the field F Q provided Q ≥ 2 t·|I| .
APPENDIX E PROOF OF LEMMA 2
For a vector v, let dis(v) denote the set of non-zero elements in v (the "distinct" elements in v). Suppose x i1 , x i2 , . . . , x i |dis(x)| are elements in x that have distinct values. Then, we can write:
Because rk(x) ≤ t, clearly dis(x) ≤ 2 t − 1. Since |x ij (x)| ≤ h and any collection of (2 t − 1)h elements from {γ 1 , . . . , γ N } are linearly independent over F 2 , it follows k∈xi j (x) γ i k = 0. Using similar reasoning we have that the elements
γ i k are also linearly independent over F 2 . Let H be the t×|dis(x)| matrix To see this, notice that since f (x I ) = f (y I ), from condition 4) of (t, h, )-sets, x and y belong to the same difference block. Using Property 2, we know that x + y = E(i, j). Thus, at step 5-c-ii),ẅ (k) = H F · z (k) + u (k) , and so the jth component ofz (k) + u (k) , which we denote below as z j , is such that
as desired. Since this process is repeated at step 5-c) for every i, j where ∃σ ∈ D i ∩ D j , the vectorz (k) will contain only contain linear combinations of at most t elements (one element per difference block) from S A S B at step 6). In addition, since there are at most th elements in the symmetric difference, the number of non-zero coefficients inz (k) is at most th for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t − 1} at step 6). Thus, invoking Property 4, we can recover {z (0) ,z (1) , . . . ,z (t−1) }. Suppose C ⊆ F 2n where, from the discussion in the previous paragraph, |C| ≤ t. For any j ∈ [N ], at step 8), we can write:z
Recall that from step 3) the set {f (u I ) : u ∈ C} is known. Furthermore, from Property 3 of the map f , the elements {f (u I ) : u ∈ C} are linearly independent over F 2 and so the matrix H i at step 8c) has full rank. Notice then that at step 8e), we can recover one element from each of the difference blocks from F (f −1 (σ j ), V j ) and using the function E it is possible to recover the remaining elements in each difference block using ideas similar to those used in Theorem 4.
